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1. Introduction
It is generally
plete information

about the world

of the possible values, a fundamental

probabilities

Various types of missing data, such as

has been virtually

“not

“not

attribute

unknown”,

applicable”,

and

are often seen in the database.

we are concerned only with estimation
unknown”

“existing

attribute

(attribute)

unknown

ture more meanings.

ties are currently

which is here-

A relation

values.

collection
“rela~ion”.

approach

[Codd

(e.g., [30, 0.4] and [31, 0.6]),

To the best of our knowledge,
no work done in estimating

scheme in the relational

Considering

a relation

as a statistical

methods

79,

to explore

relationships

this paper, we propose a framework
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among

for exploring

attributes
attribute

In

statis-

and accordingly

values.

We believe

that the proposed approach not only allows databases to
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relationships

estimating
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popu-

among attributes.

tical

]

database is a

of related attributes, as suggested by the word

unknown

value in a tuple.

unknown

assigned at users’ discretion.

Bisk 83, etc.] used a special null symbol to represent an
attribute

there

lation, then it would seen quite natural to use statistical

values so that databases can capAn earlier

probvalues

values of base tuples in the database commu-

but

Various attempts have been made to represent and
manipulate

attribute

nity. The possible values and their associated probabili-

In this paper,

of “existing

values in a relation,

after referred to as the unknown

but

allows quantitative

how to assign possible

remains unsolved.

missing

this approach

to manipulate

description

in the database.
existing”,

have been extended

Although

with/without

it models. However,

be information

operations

such data.

lem, namely

assumed that a database has com-

in reality, there may sometimes

of

the age being 30 is 0.4, and being 31 is 0.6. Relational

but also, perhaps more impor-

to capture more reliable

not to misuse statistical
also point

inference,

out that statistical

when statistical

relationships

at least approximately.
not statistically

information.

however, we should

inference

is useful only

do exist among attributes,
when attributes

are

related or data has been encrypted,

Therefore,

the

proposed approach may not offer much help.
. . ..$1.50
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In this paper, we shall mainly
in the statistical

inference

That is, to identify

take up two issues

of unknown

attributes

attribute

values.

that are relevant

using

relationships

statistical

among

medels

(in

relevant

Section

selected several most commonly

3).

methodology.

Preliminary

real life database are also presented.
of this paper includes a formal
methods to the estimation
and

the incorporation

DBMS

for automatic

be applied

of

on a

attribute

to areas such as knowledge

mining,

a

Section 3 introduces

models for estimating

as they pertain

unknown

to different

cusses procedures

for

notions

termi-

ulation mean or a population

total.

A point

unbiased

terms of inference,
dence

interval,

together

with

being estimated.
sibility

of plausible
Confidence

in

is the determinant

Statistical

population.

With

can be
and a

the analogy,

methods to explore the

accordingly

on the unknown

In this paper, we use tuple
and variable,

various estimation

values for the parameter

EMP(Name,

level is the degree of plau-

An attribute

Then, XT and X-l denote the

jects differ

1X1

of X.

population

attribute

and observation,

and relation

we shall exemplify

methods

inter-

Estimating

scheme

Rank, Major).

of a relation

continuous

A continuous

can be either
attribute

or

is one on which sub-

in amount or degree, e.g., the experience or

salary of an employee.

A categorical

attribute

is one on

in type or kind, e.g., the rank,

or major of an employee.

we shall discuss several statistical

22

the use of

using the relation

Salary, Dept, Experience),

which the subjects differ

for

an attribute

among attributes (if exist), and draw statis-

inference

categorical.

Models

among

a tuple as an observation,

as a statistical

department

3.

Consequently,

In the following,

inter-

transpose and inverse of the matrix X, respectively.

a relationship

changeabley.

of such an interval.
Let X be a matrix.

represents
values.

attribute

confidence

Confidence

(called

A row in

values.

called confi-

a statistical

level shatl disclose more information.

vat is an interval

However,

interval,

can be viewed

a set of

tical

~ is said 10 be

values of v.

an estimated

under the assumption

Each column describes a certain property of

relationships

value of ~ equals the true

value of v for all possible

and estimate

do exist, at least approxi-

one can readily apply statistical

that returns a value serv-

An estimator

if the expected

Here, we shall

the tuples, and has its own domain of values.

relation

ing as a guess for the value of v based on the observation on the sample data.

some statistical

databases, a relation

treated as a variable,

of

estimator

4 after

in this section.

relationships

relevant

take up this issue

the table
attribute

Let ~ be a parameter of interest, such as a pop-

y, denoted by ~, is a function

for identifying

We will

in Section

is lacking,

as a table with rows (catled tuples) and columns

and Notations
describe some statistical

procedures

values accordingly

In relational

Section 6 is

attributes).

First, we briefly
nology.

value in our

mately.

attributes.

the conclusion.

2. Terminology

to the

relevant attributes is not

focus on how to derive the relationships

resulls of the proposed

models on a real life database.

detailed

that statistical

Section 4 dis-

relevant

a unknown

When the knowledge

are described

the unknown

values

the set of factors (i.e., a

with

are also available.

in more

In

termi-

con-

model, the

a tough job, since users may usually have good knowl-

standard statistical

several sta-

attribute

occasions.

identifying

Section 5 presents preliminary
estimation

as follows.

estimation

that may contribute

identifying

edge of the database.

uncer-

describes some statistical

nology and notations.
tistical

Normally,

attributes

The rest of the paper is organized

attributes)

effect (i.e., the” attribute

tainty reasoning, etc.

Section 2, we briefly

of attributes on the phenomena

first step is usually to identify

context).

Our approach can also

to existent relationships

To establish a statistical

set of relevant

values
into

cerned.

edu-

.... etc., as they can often

good approximations

or reveal influence

of statistical

such methodology

inference.

anal ysis) have been used widely

cation, business, agriculture,

meth-

regression

in various areas such as biology,

produce

have

The contribution

of unknown

categorical

(e.g.,

methods

We

results

application

estimation

and successfully

to develop this

experimental

estimation,

Values

attributes

used statistical

ods that are suitable for our applications

Attribute

Statistical

to the

unknown attribute values (in Section 4), and to approximate existing

Unknown

In this section,

models as they per-
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tain

to

estimation

of

different

attribute

values.

For simplicity,

attribute

refers to an attribute

concerned is unknown.
methods, different

types

of

unknown

Let Y be an unknown

hereafter, an unknown
whose value in the tuple

Also, for illustration

assumptions

of various

on the underlying

and X be a set of attributes

identified

to be relevant

rela-

Let’s

further

relationship

Unknown

Models

For

Continuous

onto

Attributes

First,
unknown

we

the

(X~i,

consider

attribute

the

situations

where

values are continuous,

the

The most commonly

used method

relationships

assume that an approximately

continuous

variables

is

[Devo 84, Jowi 92].

the

Regression

In a regression

X~,

attributes

. . . . Xm., Yi)

formulated

and

variables.

dependent

“linear”

as

X

and

Y.

an observation,

Considering
then the rela-

as
+A2x2i+”””+~mXm”

among

i=l,2,

+ei

. . ..n

(1)

Estimation

model,

where PO is the intercept;

variables

regression coefficients

are usually classified into two classes, i.e., the exp/ana(ory

Roughly

speaking,

~j, j = 1,2, . . . . m, are the

of Y on Xj;

e, is the error term

designed to account for all sources of variability

a

dependent variable corresponds to an unknown attribute

other than X; and n is the number of observations

in our context,

the size of a sample). It is user’s preference

spond

wherein

explanatory

to those attributes

which

variables

corre-

are relevant

to the

the intercept
(l))

dependent variable and thus whose values can be used
to “explain”

(or estimate)

f10 either explicitly

or implicitly

model.

the value of the dependent

However,

whatever

the fht

apply regression estimation,

select an appropriate
relationship,

model to approximate

as it is crucial

Step

k

the following

tO

(i.e.,

to express

flo) in the regression

one chooses

should

not

model and

discussion.

One can rewrite equation (1) in matrix form as

the existent

to draw correct

of Y,

(as shown in equation

(i.e., without

affect the expressive power of a regression

variable.
TO

vari-

Xm, Yi) be the value of a tuple ti projected

set of

Yi=PO+Blxli

to reveal statistical

to Y (i.e., explanatory

tion between X and Y in the linear regression model is

e.g., estima-

tion of the salary of an employee.

Xl, X2, . . . . X~,

is believed to exists between X and Y. Let

(x~,, x~, ...,

Regression

(i.e., a dependent

ables). Both X and Y are assumed to be continuous.

tionship among attributes may be made.

3.1

attribute

variable),

inference.

In general, a regression model can be specified either as
a linear regression model or a nonlinear

model. In the following,
and nonlinear

where Y is the n x 1 column

regression

X is an n x (m+

we discuss how to apply linear

techniques

to the estimation

of unknown

column

attribute values.

vector

relationship
3.1.1

Linear

Explanatory

Regression

scheme

that the Salary

to the Experience,

mately linear relationship

EMP

ing, we formally

/3is

the

representing

the

to be estimated, and e is the error term vec-

ez, ...,

efl)~. In the following,

we describe how

for ~ that minimizes

the sum of

tion of the unknown attribute value accordingly.

is

exists between them.

If one

then using a

3.1.1.1

Estimating

Unknown

Value

variables,

respectively,

In the follow-

describe the derivation

of relationship

among attributes from (a sample of) a relation,

– X @T(Y – X R

may

such a relationship.

Linear

Relation

and

the

From equation (2), it can be easily shown that (Y

linear regression model with the Salary and Exp as the
dependent and explanatory

1,2, . . ..n.

and yet an approxi-

is to estimate the salary of an employee,

closely approximate

i=

the square errors (i.e., ~, e:) and then draw an estima-

mentioned

of an employee

with the i’h row being the

(PO, ~1, /12, . . . . g?#

to derive an estimator

the relation

Assume

related solely

tor(el,

Continuous

with

Attributes

Consider
earlier.

Model

1) matrix

(1, Xlij XZ, . . . . xJ,

vector

vector (yl, y2, . . . . yn)~;

xi

is the Sum of Square Errors

Then, by minimizing

e:).

(i.e.,

the sum of square errors,

an estimator, denoted by 8, is obtained as

and dis-

p

cuss its properties on estimation.

=(xTx)-l

The estimator
23

~

N-y
so obtained,

(3)
called

[he besf linear
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unbiased estimator,
ased.

Given

attribute

has minimum

a tuple

with

variance and is unbi-

an unknown

value

value O. For example,

y for

Y, then, the best linear unbiased point estima-

department,

if the employee

works
With

then D1 = 1, D2 = D~ = O.

in CS
dummy

variables, the regression model can be expressed as

tor of y, denoted by ~, is
Y, = k? DI, + PZ D> + flj Dj, + P4 EXP, + e,
ji=xp

where x is the explanatory

atrnbute values of the tuple,

represented as a row vector.
the explanatory
follows

variables

Again,

Under the assumptions that
are normally

that @ has a normal

Devo 84].

i=l,2,

(4)

distributed,

distribution

(5)

‘a/2,n-m&j

where dj is an estimate of the standard deviation
estimator
taRn_m

j,

which

can be obtained

the t distribution

is

degree of ffeedom.
the explanatory

from

value at a/2

When the normality

of the

the samplw

with

an n – m

assumption

on

procedures

in matrix

Xp+e

(7)
as in the last section.

Now, we can apply the same estimation

technique

cussed in the last section

to pursue the analyses.
variables

with

method

can be readily

multiple

categorical

a domain

generalized

attribute

In

for an

variables.

to accommodate

Let lAil

be the number

values in the domain of an explanatory

of distinct

gorical

to substitute

of k values. The dummy coding

attribute

Ai. Then, the numbr

cal variables is ~,

[Judge 85, John 89] to nor-

dis-

general, we need k dummy

of dummy

ables required to encode all of the explanatory

variables does not hold, onc can apply

transformation

Y=

where Y, X and /3 are defined

for the

estimator ~ is

.
Yi

the above equation

form as

75,

level,

interval

one can rewrite

(6)

it

[Chou

Let a represent the desired confidence

then the 100 (1- a) percent confidence

. . ..n

catevari-

categori-

IA, I.

malize them, and then draw inference as above.
3.1.3 Nonlinear
3.1.2

Linear

Explanatory

Regression

Model

with

Attributes

all the explanatory

attributes

were continuous.

theless, in many database applications,
explanatory

attributes

the regression
to

be

explanatory

may be categorical.

to

Never-

accommodate

Example.

model with categorical

variables

can best be understooded

Consider

the relation

explanatory

we show some exam-

from nonlinearity

Consider the following

to linear-

“nonlinear”

models

+/3,+

Y=iLo

by an example.

scheme EMT’ discussed

In the following,

ity.

categorical

variables.

A regression

can well

and fit into linear

models, while others have to be dealt with using differ-

ples of the transformations

section

Continuous

relationships

into linear relations

ent techniques.

Therefore,

With

may appear in various forms in the

Some of the nonlinear

be transformed

(some of) the

model discussed in the previous
extended

relations.

we have assumed that

Model

Attributes

Nonlinearities

In the previous discussion,

has

Explanatory

Categorical

Regression

(8)

earlier.

Assume that salary is not only related to the experience,
but also related to the department
plicity,

one serves. For sim-

we assume that Dept has a domain

ME).

A common

way to accommodate

If we substitute

( CS, EE,

categorical

value

by

a dummy

method is thus called the dummy
instance, dummy

variables

variable.

coding

me(hod.

in equation

The

X23,

For

Y’=

Y’

for

PO + PI Xl’+

not

be

value 1 if the tuple of concern has the corresponding

Y’=

p~’+

domain

X’=

log X,

value as its Dept vatu~

otherwise

Di has the

Di

l/X

in equation

(9) we can substitute

take a logarithm

D,, D2, and D3 are intro-

duced for CS, EE, and ME, respectively.

for

model Y = PO + fll X’ is obtained.

a categorical

variable in a regression model is to represent each distinct

X‘

has a

24

Y2,

obtain

By the same token,
Xl’

for X12, X2’ for
a

linear

As for equation

to
is

see

that

derived,

and flo’ = log PO. Of

a

model

(10), if we

on both sides of the equation,

difficult
p,x’

and

~2X2’.

(8), a linear

it should

linear

where
course,

Y’=

model
log Y,

the linear
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In the linear and nonlinear regression models, it is

regression techniques discussed in the previous sections
Hereafter,

assumed

that

models refer to those which can not be con-

However,

there are many cases in the databases where

can be directly
nonlinear

applied

to resulting

models.

the unknown

verted into linear ones.

the dependent

attributes

of an employee)
3.1.4 Estimating

Nonlinear

Regression Model

/?)+e’

(11)

statistical

assumptions

remain

valid.

by minimizing

As in

attribute

attribute,

into a norrnatly

ural in general to consider the estimation

the sum of square

problem.

tion
least square estimate for parameter

vector ~ is obtained

by minimizing

errors ~ ei2, i.e., (Y–~(X,
tunately, the solution
lytical

~)~

resemblance

unknown categorical

techniques

(Y– ~(X,

B).

Classification

Unfor-

numericaJ method such as Gauss-Newton

of profile

is a grouping

similarity

(or Newton-

[Tats 88] by com-

of objects.

method, the nonlinear
by the first-order

function

according

Taylor series

to the values of the dependent

naturally

(12)

fall

ME, according

around

fl”.

we compute

, the matrix of the first-order

the n + 1‘h iteration,

The numerical

minimum

-~(X,~n)l

process stops and converges

when the difference

less than a predefine

to ~ at

coefficient

denoted by f.?’+], is given by

/?n+l = fln + [D(~n)]-’D(fl”)TIY
The iterative

solution

to their Dept values.

In the second step,

the dissimilarity

coefficients

to a local

3.2.1

Classification

First,

in terms of sum

explanatory

we

has been known

/3 vector,

[Judg

88].

point or interval estimate of the corresponding
Y value and draw statistical
previous

3.2

inference

Experience.

a

for

Continuous

Explanatory

the

situations

are continuous.

where

the Rank of an employee,

that Rank is closely

the

For example,

related

if

and it
to one’s

Then we can use Exp as explanatory

variclassi-

fication technique.

m we did in the

We preassume that the dependent
a domain

Analysis

for the clas-

able to estimate the Rank value by the following

unknown

sections.

Classification

Unknown

Once we

we can then obtain

with

discuss

attributes

one wish to estimate

the estimated

The dissimilarity

Attribute

values /?O and then select the one with

the least sum of square errors

group.

of the tuple

indicates how far away a tuple deviates from

different
obtain

Then, the tuples would
i.e., CS, EE, and

of square errors. In general, one should try a number of
initial

For

sification.

(13)

However this solution

minimum

attribute.

a group, and thus can be used as a criterion

between ~“+1 and @ is

threshold.

does not guarantee a global

groups

into three categories,

with respect to each individual
derivative

into distinct

example, assume that we are to estimate the Dcpt value
of a tuple in the EMT relation.

/3°) + D(flO) (/3 - ~“) + e

where D(~O) is ‘~$~fl”)

The entire classifi-

cation analysis can Ix carried out in two steps. First, all

expansion around an initiat point ~, that is
p) = ~(X,

the

method based on the

of the complete tuples are classified

~(X,

estimate

which is defined as a measure

or dissimilarity

paring the characteristics

to obtain the estimates.

B is approximated

used classificato

attribute value.

measure of resemblance,

to P can not be expressed in ana-

In Gauss-Newton

in this

the sum of square

form as in the linear case, and has to resort to a

Raphson) algorithm

and

of categorical

Therefore,

section we propose the most commonly
The nonlinear

dis-

and then apply the regres-

[John 89]. However, we think it is more nat-

values as a classification

errors.

~(X,

to deal with esti-

sion analysis discussed in the last section to obtain an
estimation

the cases of linear models, an estimate of the P value
cart be obtained

There have been vari-

values. For example, one can first

a categorical

tributed continuous

where Y, X, ~, and e are defined as before, and their
respective

(e.g., the Rank, Dept or Major

are categorical.

mation of categorical
transform

f(X,

is continuous.

ous methods proposed in the literature

A nonlinear model is generally specified as
Y=

variable

of K distinct

tasks of the classification

Categorical

dissimilarity

Attribute
25

values.

Thus,

attribute

Y has

the remaining

process are to measure the

of a tuple relative to each individual

group,

-6-

and then to predict
X1,

X,,

xZ,

X~

...,

j=l,2,

values

of

a

given

Zm) be the centroid

simplicity,

Let

explanato~

without

tuple

fi.

bility

[Tats 88, JoWi 92], the probability

value

xi)

the

k),

where

being a member of the group k, denoted

Let
p(Gklti)

of the kth group (for

specifying

=

%j,

p(Gk) p(/ilGk)

~
~;=l

p(Gj)

group members. The centroid vector indicates the aver-

member of the k*

age (or standard) characteristics

(a sample of) the relation.

of the concerned group.

of a tuple ti with respect to the k’h

group

measured

is usually

by the “squared

“Assign

distance”

conditional

defined as

known

(14)

(X~i–Z],...,XX~)T)T

where Ck-l

is the inverse of the covariance

the k* group.

Under the normality

variables, D:
de~e

has a Chi-square

of freedom,

square

Both

(11, Z2,...,

1~)

and the covariance

group can be obtained

(xli,

(.z~, x~,...,

X2, . . . . Xti)

the

Xm) of the reference

group.

the

of the group. Conversely,

Classification

has the largest p(G~lti)

Categorical

dws

attributes
not hold,

coefficient

we have assumed that all

a different

the

the department

introduce Jaccard’s

vatues is needed.

Similarity

variables.

of how

on the distribu-

tion of the variables is made.

Let Gk represent the k’h

group of tuples.

is the conditional

The Jaccard’s resemblance

its value).

proba-

defined

Assume that variables in each group can be
by a multivariate

normal

density

where

values between

assume

that

Dept
= (27r)- ‘R tckl

Tats 88],

normal

of the kfh group
(i.e., xi).

having

(15)

density function
the value (xli,

and

explanatory
explanatory

of C& [Jame 85,

The right hand side of equation

the multivariate

(15) denotes

Let

for a member

explanatory

X2, . . . . Xm)

Then, by Bayes’ theorem on posterior

(or similarity)

coeffi-

Dept

of identical

and

Rank

(i.e.,

attributes

(dl,

and

rl)

Rank

the

explanatory

onto the attributes
(d2, r,))

(i.e.,

one

out

Xl, XZ, ...,
attributes.

X~

be

a set

of

of

two

categorical

As in Section 3.2.1, we assume

population

is divided

into

K

according to its values of the dependent variable.
26

yield

values on one of the

attributes).

that the entire

proba-

are

then two tuples projected
Rank

explanatory

the two tuples. For example,

JUV = O. 5, as they have identical

–1/2 ~–(x3)/2

lC~l denotes the determinant

to be the frequency

attribute

attributes,

function,

then,

P(tilG~)

[Rome 90], wher-

cient between two tuples t. and tv, denoted by JUV, is

that a tuple of the k’h group is ti (i.e., having x, as

characterized

explanatory

Readers may choose to use other measures,

ever appropriate.

of a tuple belong-

similarHere, we

[Rome 90] to

Coeficienr

measure the resemblance on the categorical

in general to calculate the probability

Then P(tilG~)

is strongly
the explana-

and thus a different

on categorical

for the

For exam-

an employee

In this situation,

tory variable is categorical,
ity metric

When the

metric

may be necessary.

deviant a tuple is from a given group, it is not possible

bility

Explanatory

are continuous.

such as Yule’s, Hamann’s coefficients

ing to a group, unless some assumption

assign the

works in, and it has been found that “Major”

a small X2 statistic

X2 statistic is a good indication

with

related to one’s “Dept”.

indicates that the tuple resembles that group closely.
Although

which

ple, if one is to estimate

tuple may be said to be more deviant from the “average
member”

one should

Attributes

resemblance

centroid
Thus,

Thus,

the total

value.

assumption

distance sense) is the

from

This rule minimizes

In the above discussion,

from (a sample of) the relation.

farther away (in the generalized
point

[Jame 85, Tats 88] has been

rule.

of the explanatory

C~ of a

It should be noted that the larger the Z2 statistic,

probability”

tuple to the k’h group

3.2.2

centroid

matrix

the object to the group with the highest

of classification.

to as a Chi-

the

from

of

for the

with m – 1

distribution

and is thus referred

(~z)-statistic.

matrix

assumption

of a tuple being a

group, which can be obtained

as Bayes’

error

Xm – Xm) x Ck-1 x

D~=(Xli–Xl,-.-,

(16)

A1ilGj)

where p(G~) is the prior probability

. . . . m, are the means of the Xj values of the

The dissimilarity

of (i (having

~(Gklti), is computed ~

(Xli, X2, . . . . Xm.) (xi for short) be the

~d

(ZI, Z*,...,

of the tuple.

be the set of continuous

X~

X2,...,

variables,

the membership

groups
Let {U

-7-

be the tuple of concern (i.e., to be classified),
any tuple in the k* group.
larity coefficient

The

and t, be

selection

of explanatory

based on one’s understanding

Then, the mean of the simi-

if one is to estimate

between t. and the k(h group, is com-

variables

can be

of the data. For example,

an employee’s

salary in relation

EMP, then it would seen quite natural, from our experi-

puted as

ence, to assume that the salary is related to one’s Rank,
(17)

Exp, Dept, and perhaps some other attributes.
that knowledge

where Nk be the number of tuples in the kth group.
should be clear that the higher
closer the tuple t. resembles
share more identical

cal procedures can be applied.

In the following,

the vatue of Jk is, the

cuss two selection procedures

as they pertain to differ-

ent types of explanatory

values. Consequently,

the probability

coefficient

that such an inference

correct is determined
cient computed

statement being
coeffi-

with respect to each individual

group,

the groups,

of the K groups.

the higher

having a right classification

Stepwise Forward

However,

not only by the similarity

but also by the dissimilarity
dissimilar

value.

commonly

used

explanatory

variables.

The more

is the probability

no[ explained

the portion

(18)

K

(Jk ; J)2

k=l,2,...,

(19)

K

is, the kelter

of Relevant

be established

by

Attributes

TSS is the
the

n is the num-

first

identifying

yet exclude any irrelevant

attributes

dependent

Note that the higher the R2

the model

the

of the estimation

should well explain
variable.

Including

forward

variable

fits a linear

relation.

of whether an attribute

selection
set.

By

starts with an empty
pairing

a candidate

variable with the dependent variable, an $

is computed.

an estimation

The method

selects the attribute

which

model

yields the highest R2 vatue when paired with the depen-

set of

dent variable

variables, which should include all the rele-

correctness and efficiency

explanatory

variable;

R2 is a good indicator

explanatory

Given a dependent variable,

the

variables;

variable

is relevant or not.

explanatory

of

2i2), repre-

(Yi – ~)2), representing

of the dependent

Stepwise
with (K- 1) degree of freedom.

explanatory

(i.e.,~i

in dependent

statistic is constructed as
Therefore,

vant attributes,

(~i

tory attributes in the model.
value

Thus, the Chi-square

explanatory

is based on the

(20)

by the explanatory

total variation

k=l,2,...,

K

can

continuous

ber of sample tuples, and m is the number of explana-

J=~kJk

4. Selection

method

of variation

Total Sum of Square

for the entire

can be calculated as

~k

This

is one of the most

selecting

where SSE is Sum of Square Errors

cance test for the classification.

22=

in

TSS / (n - 1)

of

senting

population

Sefecdon,

methods

Variables

SSE f (n - m)

7t=l -

we adopt the Z2 test, as in Section 3.2.1, as the signi ti -

coefficient

Explanatory

measure of R2, which is defined as

on tuple [U. In this regard,

The expected similarity

variables.

of Continuous

4.1 Selection

to be a member of the group with which

it shares a higher similarity

we dis-

it

would be quite natural to draw an inference that tuple t.
is more likely

In case

some standard statisti-

It

the k ‘h group, since they

attribute

is not available,

attributes

for

model.

The

variable

set. In the

second step, each remaining

candidate

paired

and the atready

with

explanatory

the behavior

into the explanatory

calculated.

the dependent
variable(s),

variable is again

and the respective

selected

R’ value is

As before, the one adds the largest value to

insignificant

variables may degrade the efficiency

model, while excluding

significant

tortion of the inference.

Once the explanatory

#

of the

ones may cause dis-

are identified,

one can proceed to estimate by choosing
model as discussed in Section 3.

until

variable

no more explanatory

set. This
variable

can yield a significant changeto R2,

attributes

an appropriate

is selected into the explanatory

process continues

4.2 Selection of Categorical

27

Explanatory

Variables
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When the dependent variable is categorical,
square Statistic Analysis
most commonly

tinuous and categorical

variables.

puted by Equation
is categorical,
obtained

When an explanatory

the Chi-square

through

(Contingency)

both con5. Preliminary

When an explanatory

its ZZ value can be directly

(14).

com-

Experimental

We have incorporated

variables

Results

the statistical

cussed in Section 3 and 4 into a DBMS,

value, however, has to be

other measures.

DB [HoOZ 93], by taking

Two-Way Frequency

used statistical

Table can be used for this purpose (i.e.,

advantages

methods discalled CASE-

of a commonly

software called SAS [SAS 91].

dependent variable, relevant attributes

statistic)

[Devo 84, HOWO 73].

identified,

Values of the dependent

variable

form the rows of the

and stored in a system catalog called STAT.

columns,

dependent

then nti signifies
variable

appear

together

nti

(i.e.,

the

ni =

ni

(i.e.,

the

mu = ni n,/n.

the frequency

unknown

Then

in

the

sum

of

sum

the

of

j’~

the

the Chi-square

relationship

variable

row),

statistic

is

value is encountered,
automatically

attribute)

com-

Zj(nij

-

Wj)’

(21)

mti

attribute

value is obtained

Phone#,

Degree, Dept, College,
on the faculty

dent and explanatory

type of experiments,

value usually

indicates a close correlation.

ables with low X2 values are considered

State.

Thus, vari-

attribute,

to be less cor-

and

the

one with
other

attribute. The explanatory

related with the dependent variable.

tinuous and categorical

Selection

of Appropriate

Once the explanatory

Estimation
variables

one can proceed to select statistical

Models

indices

are determined,

mating the intended relationship.

For example, suppose

that one is to estimate a faculty

member’s

Rank, Exp, and Dept have been identified
to Salary. Then,

a possible

statistical

continuous

may be

constrttctedas

i=l,

where ~j$ 1< j <3, are the coefficients
variables.
not replace

For simplicity,
the categorical

Dept) by sets of dummy
try several potential

attributes

variables.

unknown

trials.

the performance.

biasness (pb),

Two
One,

is designed for the

and is defined as
(23)

from

Another

of the estimator

index, called the ratio of suc-

for the cases with

a categorical

dependent attribute, and is defined as
rs =

we did

(i.e., Rank

Usually,

categorical

index gives us percent deviation

for explanatory

in the above model,

two

This

cess (rs), is designed
(22)

. . ..n

unknown

where y. is the true value, and j is the estimate.

the true value.
Salaryi = /?l Ranki + /32 Expi + P3 Dept, + e,

only

continuous

Yo–fl
—
Yo

to be relevant
model

we present

runs two hundred

dependent attribute,

pb=l

Salary, and

in the United

attributes consist of both con-

are set up to evaluate

called the prediction

models for approxi-

Salary,

attributes.

Each experiment
4.3

with

Age,

Data is collected

of a university

Due to space limitation,

with the real

has the scheme Emp
Gender,

Exp, Rank).

members

rela-

of the unknown

and compared

in experiments

Address,

degree of freedom, where K, and K2
.
me numbers of distinct values in the domains of depenA high X2

by first marking

of a tuple, and then, using the statistical
stored in STAT, an estimate

(SS#, Name,

with (Kl -1)(K2-1)

variables, respectively.

the unknown

(i.e., as the unknown

tionship

value. The relation
Ei

When an

the system cat-

are performed

out the value of a selected attribute

and

puted as
X2=

is derived

to see if there exists a

that can be used to estimate

The experiments

column),

i’~

relationship

value.

Let

observations.

attribute

alog is consulted

that the ith

value and jrh explanatory

n] = xi
~j

form the

Let no be the value of a cell in the i[h row and

jth column,

value

variable

and then a statistical

Given a

(if exist) are first

to derive the Chi-square

table, and values of the explanatory

the exis-

tent relationship.

[Free 87, Suit 85] is among the

used methods for selecting

variable is continuous,

ones) and pick the one that best approximate

Chi-

number of correct

predictions

number of predictions

(24)

and

users can

5.1

models (e.g., linear and nonlinear

An

Attribute

28

Experiment

On

A Continuous

Unknown
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Given

the relation

scheme

Emp

should therefore be refined and contain only those peo-

(SS#, Name,

ple who work in the CS department.

Note that, initially

College, Exp, Rank), assume that one is m estimate the

each group may contain

of the same rank

salary of an employee.

from various Depts.

Address,

Phone,

Gender,

ments and 4 different
tant professor
professor

Salary,

Degree,

There are totally

Dept,

15 depart-

ranks (i.e., lecturer (Lect), assis-

(AstP),

(Prof)).

Age,

associate professor

(AsoP)

First, we need to identify

attributes relevant to Salary.

According

The experimental

and

the

the set of

time

to some prelim-

results have shown that 83% of

the correct

rs=83%).

employees

classifications

are made

For another 1570 of the experiments,

(i.e.,

we pre-

dict the right ranks as the second choice (i.e., the ones

inary tests, as described in Section 4, it hm been shown

with

that Dept,

98% of the time the right ranks appear as the top two

Rank,

and Exp have significant

Salary. Therefore,
Sal~yi

the following

effect

on

model is established.

choices in the estimation.
also point

= $1 Expi + $2 Ranki + ~3 Depti
i=l,

the second highest probability).

(25)

. . ..n

In other words,

However,

we would

out that the performance

model is largely

dependent

of an estimation

on how closely

dent variables are related to the independent
Note that Exp is a continuous
Dept are categorical

attribute,

attributes.

based on the data set that fll

while Rank and

If explanatory

It has been calculated

the depenvariables.

attributes contain decisive factors, higher

success rates are expected;

is 0.16; flz is 20.0, 35.6,

like to

otherwise,

a poor perfor-

mance is also possible.

39.9, and 48.2 for Lect, AstP, AsoP, and Prof, respectively;

and ~3 is 6.26, 6.49, .... for CS, EE, ... depart-

ments, respectively.

Thus, the salary of an employee

estimated by substituting
mation

For instance,

given

cal estimation

into the above

a confidence

successfully

level, say

experience,

47.8t6.4K.
from

is estimated

The mean prediction

200 experiments

experiments,

demonstrated

of

the estimation

obtained

For 92% of our 200

the

explanatory

by

Equation

relationship

attributes,

intervals.
(25)

between

Overall,

the

tical

and

though it may not be perfect (if

methods

On

A Categorical

that one is to estimate

Unknown

attribute,

the rank of an

other words,
groups.

methods

A potential

relation

values; in

is subdivided

For instance,

works

knowing

conditional

into 4

that the tuple

in the CS department,

to

the

estimation

for automatic
application

here is in the probabilistic
reasoning

feasible

29

for

variables

of

of

unknown

of such methodol-

reasoning.

In order tQ make

networks

[Pear 88],

among related vari-

which are usually expressed in
This is often cumbersome

even for variables with categorical

each group

application

of the method developed

in belief

tables with discrete values.

in

The con-

inference.

probabi lit y distributions

ables must be provided,

Here the value of the Dept is used to refine

each group.
question

the entire

automatically.

of this paper includes a formal

probabilistic
of 4 distinct

in a system catalog so

value is to be estimated, the

can be consulted

ogy into a DBMS

ous attributes.

relation-

now, we store

Right

obtained

attribute values and the incorpomtion

to be relevant to the

whereas Salary and Exp are continu-

The Rank has a domain

in current practice,

tools for exploring

meanings.

relationships

tribution

Rank are Salary, Exp, and Dept, where Dept is a categorical

The pro-

capture more reliable

statistical
The attributes identified

values.

as compared to assigning

the database to

statistical

Attribute
Assume

are useful

that whenever an unknown

Experiment

employee.

attribute

results on

ships among attributes, and can facilitate

relationships
An

of unknown

has also been

experimental

possible values at users’ discretion

ever exists one).

5.2

Good performance

in our preliminary

and

educa-

and is thus free of personal bias. We believe that statis-

has effectively
dependent

several statisti-

areas, such as biology,

posed approach is systematic,

the actual salaries of the employees do fall

illustrated

described

bias (pb)

is 8.7%.

in the estimated 95% confidence
model

to have a salary

Work

methods that have been used widely
in various

tion, business, etc..

95%, John, who is an associate professor in CS with 10
years’

and Future

In this paper, we have introduced

one’s Exp, Rank, Dept infor-

and their respective coefficients

equation.

6. Conclusion

is

with

domains,

continuous

and is not

domains.

The

-1o-

John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1985.

developed method can be used to estimate the relationships among

variables

[John

and express it as a function,

89]

instead of discrete data values. This will make the probability

calculation

tird applications

easier. Also, we are exploring

[JoWi 92]

poten-

mining.

Statistical
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and
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methods to

attribute values.
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